
1 In sickness and in health

Reading

One man’s meat is another man’s poison

In small groups, decide how you would rate the following suggestions as ways of
ensuring physical fitness. Rank them starting with those you consider to be most
effective. Be prepared to justify your choice by explaining how the suggestions may or
may not help you.
� grow your own vegetables � avoid ‘junk’ food
� sell your TV � stop smoking
� buy an exercise bike � move to the countryside
� refuse to use lifts � walk to work
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People who take exercise are full of their own
self-importance. It’s all so serious, like
religion. It’s difficult talking to sporty people:
they get a far-off look in their eyes, and their
feet keep moving on the (1) .
Exercising makes people think that they can
live for ever. It (2) the moment of
realisation that we are mortal. Yet (3)
to terms with oneself, finding out who one is,
comes from within, not from running round a
park with 2,000 other people. Exercise is
repetitive and unending; the (4) you
stop, the flab returns and the pulse slows
down again. And it’s expensive: in terms of
time, effort and material things like club fees,
equipment and special outfits. But take
(5) , for the best club to join is free,
has no age limit, requires no (6)
experience or special outfits. It’s right there in
your front room. Welcome, Couch Potatoes,
to your rightful place beside the fire.

It’s high time you hung up your trainers!
1
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UNIT 1 11

Exam tip Always read the
words before and after the
gap carefully. The correct
option may be dependent
on collocation, a set phrase
or complementation.

A new person, thanks to
your vitamin pills!

A series of crises in my life last year left me feeling so
emotionally and physically (7) that I felt as if I’d
aged ten years in one! I honestly thought I’d never be able
to (8) again. One day, I received a mailshot about
your vitamin pills and something inside me (9) to
try them. I began by taking less than the recommended
dose. I was a bit scared at what effect they might have on
me! Anyway, a couple of weeks later, I was walking along
the street when I suddenly laughed out (10) at
something I’d thought of. I suddenly felt alive and happy.
There was a (11) in my eyes! I’m convinced
emotional well-being begins with physical well-being. I’ve
since (12) on the pills, but I still feel great.

For a real workout –
try some real work!

Tony and his work crew, from Queen’s in New York, were
(13) Eighth Avenue to fix the cables and sewers
beneath. Tony (14) over the drill. I pressed down
on the handle. The drill massaged my spine better than
those ridiculously expensive experts. I was (15) on
the motto of boxing trainer Charlie Goldman, who once
said, ‘A good boxer doesn’t need a rub-down after a fight,
and a bad boxer doesn’t deserve one!’ But this was
different. I was doing it myself! Several people in business
suits watched from the pavement. ‘This does (16)
for the back,’ I said. ‘Can I try?’ a guy asked. ‘Ten dollars,’
I said, as I gave the money to Tony. There is a certain
(17) in drilling the street, in being the equal of
workmen. The muscles sing, the back is (18) , the
pride soars. This is useful, enjoyable work.

Paper 1 Part 1

2 3

Lexical cloze A Read the titles of the three different texts. What do you think each text will be about?

B Now decide which answer (A, B, C or D) best fits each gap in the texts.

1 A floor B earth C spot D point
2 A sets down B puts off C clears out D breaks up
3 A moving B talking C coming D reaching
4 A stage B hour C time D moment
5 A heart B soul C head D mind
6 A primary B opening C previous D early

7 A wasted B shallow C devoid D drained
8 A bring myself round B pick myself up C count myself in D put myself back
9 A influenced B urged C pleaded D recommended

10 A loud B hearty C hard D strong
11 A beam B flash C sparkle D light
12 A thrown out B cut down C stopped off D turned back

13 A burrowing down B hollowing out C delving into D digging up
14 A presented B delivered C handed D donated
15 A turned out B brought up C taken away D drawn in
16 A you good B wonders C away with D you proud
17 A exhilaration B exhortation C exhibition D exhalation
18 A softened B soothed C relieved D appeased

Comprehension C Answer these questions about the three texts.

Text 1 1 How do people who take regular exercise regard those who don’t?
2 In what way can physical exercise be negative?
3 Where does the path to true contentment lie?

Text 2 1 What prompted the writer to try the vitamin pills?
2 What effect did they have?
3 What does the writer firmly believe?

Text 3 1 What initial effect did using the drill have on the writer?
2 What was Goldman’s attitude towards rub-downs?
3 What conclusions does the writer draw from his experience?
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Vocabulary

Collocation

D Match the words in 1–8 with those in a–h to make
collocations which all appear in the texts.
1 your rightful a an effect on
2 emotional and physical b in their eyes
3 the moment c expensive
4 take d place
5 a far-off look e exercise
6 have f dose
7 the recommended g well-being
8 ridiculously h of realisation

E Discuss with a partner what the collocations mean,
then use five of them in sentences of your own.

Idioms

F There are many colourful idioms in English
connected with aspects of people’s personality such as a
couch potato. Can you match these idiomatic
expressions with their explanations?

1 a new broom
2 a wet blanket
3 a stuffed shirt
4 a couch potato
5 an armchair critic
6 a fair weather friend
7 a nosy parker
8 a rolling stone

a someone who
expresses opinions about
things they know very little
about

b someone who doesn’t like to stay in
one place

c a pompous, self-opinionated person
d a gossip who wants to know everything that happens

to other people
e someone who stands by you only when things are

going well
f someone who likes to sit in comfort and do nothing
g a new person in charge who makes changes
h someone who does not want to join in and spoils the

fun for everybody else

Expressions with come

G The expression come to terms with appears in Text 1.
Choose an expression with come in its correct form to
complete sentences 1–8.

1 Our neighbour’s wife died last year and he still 
cannot her death.

2 The new law those driving
with no proper tax and insurance.

3 My young cousin some
strange expressions. Goodness knows where she
hears them.

4 Although he’s an entertaining speaker, it takes him
ages to .

5 After deliberating for several hours, we finally
a possible solution to the

problem.
6 Soon after their arrival at the holiday resort they all

gastric flu.
7 When he after the

operation, he had absolutely no idea where he was.
8 I’m afraid the government has

a lot of criticism over its
policy on health.

9 My grandmother doesn’t want to move in with my
parents, but I think she’ll .
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in for something
be exposed to something unpleasant

down (heavily) on somebody
criticise or punish  harshly

out with something
say something surprising

up with something
produce an idea

to the point
avoid details and say what’s important

round
regain consciousness

round to something /an idea
change your opinion

down with something
catch an illness

to terms with something
accept a situation as it is

come
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